
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of algorithm
engineer. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for algorithm engineer

Develop automated detection algorithms based on analysis of x-ray images
(low-energy, high-energy and multi-energy multi-view transmission,
backscatter, Computed Tomography)
Contribute key features in the development of the next-generation imaging
flow cytometry analysis software
Design, implement and deploy algorithmic solutions to support real-time
instrument operation including object detection, segmentation and
instrument calibration
Design, implement and deploy algorithmic solutions to support advanced
data analysis including complex shape and texture analysis, statistical
classification and clustering
Work effectively in a multidisciplinary environment with substantial discretion
using best practices and specialist knowledge, advanced analytical skills,
judgment and broad conceptual and practical experience to solve complex
problems that often do not have routine solutions to facilitate new product
development and improve existing products
Play a senior advisory role and provide appropriate guidance both within and
outside the team on algorithms that impact instrument operation and data
analysis for different applications
Use strong communication skills to provide clear, concise explanations of
complex concepts in data analysis to biologists, application support staff and
customers to facilitate application support and customer adoption
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Acting as a Lead Researcher to others in key feature areas

Qualifications for algorithm engineer

Knowledge and experience in Bluetooth Receiver and Transmitter Design
Experience with other Wireless/Wired Communication Systems (such with
WiFi/Cellular/Zigbee/DSL/Cable/Ethernet) are also helpful
Knowledge of SystemC and RTL, other High Level Synthesizer
Tools/Methodologies (such as Synphony C Compiler, and C-to-Silicon
Compiler)
Major in Math, CS, EE or related domain, College graduated
Good at mathematics, statistics, and numerical computation
Strong learning capabilities


